
 

 

PHGH Doctors 
 Patient Participation Group (PPG) 

 

Date of Meeting Thursday 7th April 2016 
6:00pm – 7:00pm 

 

Minutes 
 

Attendance 
MB Mr  Patient SL Mrs  Patient 
SC Ms  Patient PO Mr  Patient 
HF Mr  Patient YO Mrs  Patient 
SG Ms  Patient BM Bhavika Mistry Practice Administrator 
PB Mr  Patient KG Dr Karen Grossmark GP 
LH Dr Leora Harverd GP   

    

 

Apologies 
IG Mrs  Patient AR Mrs  Patient 

 

Minutes 
Chaired by BM Minutes by LH 

 
1. Introduction - went round the room 
2. Group agreed that the minutes of last meeting can be uploaded onto the PHGH website - names to 

be replaced with initials 
3. Permission from the group to send minutes to the virtual PPG - approx 400 patients 
4. Permission from the group to be able to share each others emails for communication from BM 
5. Objectives of the group discussed  - thanks to MB for research on PPGs - a “journey of discovery” - 

the work he has collated is to be forwarded to all members of the group 
6. PHGH would like the PPGs input to achieve improvements  
7. The demographics of the group is a problem- how can it be developed? preferred size of the group? 
8. PO - to go for transparency - global ethnicity, poster in reception to advertise? aim to get younger 

people on board - approach baby clinic - BM to action 
9. BM suggested someone from the group speaks to mothers at the baby clinic about the PPG - SC 

and MG offered time on a Tues at 1.30pm - BM to liaise with Health Visitor - Gill Ackroyd about the 
logistics of this. 

10. PO - keen to plan an aim so newcomers are aware 
11. YO asked re time of meeting and venue 
12. BM suggested options of members to be able to Skype into the meeting - or other on line method. 
13. MB discussed how work to be done is to be disseminated to the group 
14. Plan to make a hand out to forward to the virtual PPG 
15. MB - what can we contribute? - help with electronic booking of appointments? access to see results 

on line 
16. HF - finds it chaotic in the building - kids noisy, patients not know where to go - too many leaflets, 

booking in procedure confusing, people not adhere to the rules - how can this be alleviated?  
17. PO suggested Meet and Green volunteers 
18. KG talked about pt navigation as they enter the building - that would be a huge asset 
19. PO offered to be a volunteer - a helper would need to be accessible and understand the layout of the 

waiting room 
20. KH - volunteers can help direct re information available  
21. HF asked re the TFMG wording on their Jayex board that it is offensive that the word abuse is used - 

PHGH to discuss with TMFG at next meeting 



 

 

22. SG - if collecting scrip - get caught up in long queue and perhaps this line needs streaming - 
discussed EPS - plan to have 70% scrips on EPS - currently at 40%- helps prevent pts having to 
come into the building - but aware there have been hitches 

23. PB suggested need clearer signage to direct pts to the correct room - to have signs with arrows for 
Rooms 1/1a - 7 and rooms 8-13 as pts walk down different corridors 

24. MB - merchandising - leaflets are often out of date - the DNA rates need updating - we have the 
figures 

25. MB asked re posters on the back of the notes filing system in reception that are visible - who are they 
for - declutter - a volunteer could help organise the waiting room and be our advocate  and organise 
leaflets 

26. MB  - need help with satisfaction survey - important to compare like with like and possibly do a 
survey on the waiting room 

27. HF - need to make the waiting room look less clinical - old mags - make it special for us 
28. SC - talked about the art gallery at the RFH but that have been discontinued 
29. PO aim is to make it a pleasant experience for pts - asked re updating the Jayex with information 

such as a GP running late but LH explained it is quite tricky to update the wording quickly as 
configured and limited wording on it. any changes in the waiting room would have to be discussed 
with TFMG 

30. BM - would like to appoint a chair person - to take the group forward - SC nominated MB - oLH 
suggested possibly to share it 

31. MB - asked if phgh had joined the National Association of PPGs - yes signed up to it - so can look at 
the Terms of Reference - good starting point and to be brought to the next meeting 

32. PO - keen to review the composition of the group- to offer the volunteer to the wider PPG - would 
need training - LH explained therapeutic to become a volunteer 

33. KG - PPG surveys previously whereby 3 questions were put to the group and then PHGH have been 
able to implement change 

34. PB - offered his numerical skills - LH suggested working out the percentage of the DNA rate of the 
total appointments available each month would be helpful - Mike Freer MP had asked for those 
figures when LH and KG met with him 

35. conclusion by BM - plan to create leaflet of the PPG - what we are about and to send to the virtual 
group  

36. BM updated on IT access for pts to see coded consultations on line -pts got give consent and need 
to show ID - even those who already have online access need to update content and KC and BM to 
process the activations 

37. MB mentioned online booking of apps that can only do so 4 weeks ahead - KG and LH explained 
skewed view as not all GPs bookable online and not all slots are available to book on line and that 
some are held back until 48 hours prior to the time available - also that appts had not been put on the 
system but has been updated this week with slots now available until end of June 

38. PO - scrips and mix ups and asking re communication between the pharmacy and GPs  
39. SG asking re the hub apps and that only the practice can book them - and would not be with a GP 

that they would know - but LH mentioned that if the pt gives consent the GP in the other practice 
seeing them can log onto access computer notes on our system.  

40. Plan for next meeting - to try and work around MB holiday - aiming for June 2016 
 
 
Minutes typed up by LH 


